
Guidelines for Poster submission 

 

The International Platform of Insects for Food and Feed (IPIFF) opens the submission of poster 

presentations, as part of the International Workshop entitled ‘Unleashing the Circularity Potential 

of the European Insect Sector through Research and Innovation’ taking place on the 3rd of 

December in Brussels. 

We welcome posters and their abstracts focusing on topics that address or are connected to the 

research priorities listed in the IPIFF Contribution Paper developed in the context of the future 

framework of the Horizon Europe Programme -  ‘Building Bridges between the Insect Production 

Chain, Research and Policymakers’.  

These general topics are:  

1. Exploring the use of ‘new substrates’ as feed for insects 

2. The reuse of insect by-products - a focus on the promising contribution of insect 

frass to agriculture  

3. Exploring the nutritional and health benefits of using insects for food and feed 

Each poster shall also be submitted together with an abstract - summarising the content that will 

be displayed at our event.  For consistency, the following standards shall be respected: 

1. Abstracts and posters should be submitted in pdf form via email to info@ipiff.org. 

2. The text must be written in English, using British standards. 

3. The name(s) of the corresponding author(s), as well as the other authors and their 

institution (department), have to be included in the email.  

4. The title of the abstract/poster shall not exceed 20 words. The text of the abstract should 

have circa 300 words. 

5. The maximum size of a scientific poster is A0 (width 841 mm x height 1189 mm). 

6. Only one abstract/poster may be presented by one participant. This does not apply to 

sponsor organisations, who can display up to three posters.  

7. Once your submission will be reviewed, you will receive a confirmation from the IPIFF 

Secretariat.  

8. The author presenting the poster has to participate in the IPIFF Workshop, registering 

through the following link.  

For any question on the International Workshop organised by IPIFF, please get in touch with us 

via email - info@ipiff.org. We look forward to welcoming you in Brussels on the 3rd of 

December! 
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